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BAE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE
“Live Free or Die”.  It’s more than just four words on our license plate.  For the people of 

New Hampshire, it is a genuine way of life.
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New Hampshire is honored to have BAE  as one of the largest private employers in 

the Granite State with over 5,400 employees.  A lot has changed since the Sanders 

Associates days in the early 1950s, but one thing that has not changed is New 

Hampshire’s commitment to BAE.

The information and materials in this proposal demonstrate that commitment to 

make that longtime relationship grow and prosper here in the Granite State.  Central 

to that is New Hampshire’s renewal of the New Hampshire Advantage.  With an 

entirely new department within state government wholly dedicated to a broad array 

of initiatives from financing to workforce to talent attraction, our new Department of 

Business and Economic Affairs looks forward to continuing the strong tradition of 

partnership between the State of New Hampshire and BAE.  

Small, focused government.  Predictable regulation.  No broad-based taxes.  Access 

to a highly qualified workforce and world-class training. That’s enterprise freedom 

that you can only find here in New Hampshire. 



BAE AND MANCHESTER

Manchester has incredible opportunities and boundless potential. We have transitioned 

from an era of textiles to one of technology and higher education. As the largest city in 

northern New England and the business and financial center of New Hampshire, 

Manchester offers a rich history of innovation, exceptional highway and airport access, low 

taxes, a business-friendly environment, and an unparalleled quality of life. 

We are honored BAE is considering expanding in our city. We’re excited to partner with 

the State of New Hampshire to offer you a proposal that demonstrates our commitment to 

growing your business in the Queen City and building a strong and lasting relationship 

with you and your employees.

I passionately believe our city is stronger when we all work together. That’s why 

Manchester is fully committed to working with the State of New Hampshire and 

community partners to break down any barriers in bringing BAE to Manchester. We look 

forward to working with BAE to ensure we all grow and succeed together.
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ACCESS TO A WORLD-
CLASS WORKFORCE

Attracting skilled talent is a critical 
issue to BAE and New Hampshire 
understands that BAE  is only as good 
as its people.  The great advantage to 
recruiting talent in the Manchester 
and Nashua region is that the BAE 
campus is located in the highest 
located in the Boston metro market. 
There is also a growing population  0f 
young people in this region: there are 
approximately 860,000 21-34 year-
olds within a one hour commute of 
BAE.  With more than 50 worldclass, 
post-secondary academic institutions 
also within a one hour radius, the 
talent pipeline is highly qualified and 
easily accessible.

A PRO-BUSINESS, 
LOW-TAX ENVIRONMENT 

New Hampshire has maintained the 
most advantageous tax environment 
in America for over 200 years. No 
income tax means real savings to 
every member of your business who 
resides in New Hampshire. No sales 
tax means every purchase, from RF 
electronic manufacturing equipment 
to software is tax free. These benefits 
will translate into tax advantages that 
your business will realize in New 
Hampshire – with no expiration date, 
no special contingencies, and no 
gimmicks.

A QUALITY OF LIFE 
ATTRACTS SKILLED TALENT

New Hampshire is consistently 
ranked as one of the best states to 
live in. Our quality of life has become 
the gold standard to which others 
aspire. Our residents and employers 
enjoy something few states can offer: 
access to variety within proximity. 
It’s just a short drive from the 4,000-
foot peaks of our White Mountains to 
over 900 legendary lakes to 18 miles 
of pristine New England coastline. 
The combination of the endless 
activities, culture and history, with 
the access to excellent education, 
healthcare, and infrastructure, gives 
BAE employees the best place to live, 
work, play, and raise a family. 

“New Hampshire is large enough to meet 
your business needs from a financial, 
infrastructure and workforce perspective, yet 
small enough to make decisions quickly and 
be creative.”

DEAN KAMEN
Dean Kamen, the inventor of the first drug infusion pump and former New 

Yorker, was still in college in Worcester, Massachusetts in the late 1970’s when 

he first saw New Hampshire’s state motto on a license plate: “Live Free or Die”. 

That quote brought him to Manchester, New Hampshire, in 1981 where he 

bought a rundown textile mill and changed the direction of Manchester from a 

mill town to a top ranked high-tech city. 



Q U E S T I O N S  &  A N S W E R S

What are the expansion plans for BAE Electronic Services Division and
what are the key decision drivers in making a location decision?
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BA E  E X PA N S I O N
P RO J E C T

The electronics division in New Hampshire has an approximate foot print of 800,000 square feet 
and is hiring on average about 100 new employees each month.  Last year BAE in New 
Hampshire occupied an additional 80,000 square feet in Merrimack and 44,000 square feet in 
Nashua. To accommodate  substantial growth in 2018/2019,  BAE is considering leasing an 
additional 211,000 square feet and hiring up to 800 new employees.   The question under 
consideration at BAE is whether to make this important expansion in New Hampshire or pivot 
out of state to one of their company  sites in Alabama or  Texas.  The top issues in making this 
decision are:

• Talent: Recruitment and skills
• Energy: Reliability and rate
• Regulations: Speed and flexibility
• Real Estate: Location and quality
• Incentives: Credits and exemptions
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TA L E N T

The State of New Hampshire and City of Manchester are now taking a holistic and aggressive approach to 
attracting and retaining our next generation workforce. Instead of state and city organizations working in silos, 
we are taking definitive steps to better align and collaborate with our state agencies, school district, colleges, 
and businesses to meet the demands of a new economy. That means being creative and doing things we have 
not done before. For example, BAE has a good relationship over the years with Nashua Community College and 
University of New Hampshire, but we know more can be done to assist BAE in a tight job market.   Below are 
examples of just a few job categories that BAE currently needs in New Hampshire:

* Manual Assemblers
* MRSI Assemblers
* Wire/Ball Bonders
* RF Test Technicians
* Engineers in EO/IR in

design, testing, and hardware

Attracting Talent 
The Department of Business and Economic Affairs (BEA) is launching new digital talent attraction strategies 
including new websites and digital marketing tools aimed specifically at target demographics that match the 
needs of our employers now and into the future. The platforms are built in a way that enables all partners and 
stakeholders to take advantage of the state’s well-established Live Free brand to attract more of one of the most 
qualified regional workforces in North America to jobs here in New Hampshire. The centerpoint of this 
strategy is the new “chooseNH.com” website. The site is evolving but for example, BAE could post their job 
openings, use the new Live Free brand, or use the new Live Free quality of life video to help attract new 
employees not living in New Hampshire.  We will also add new features to choosenh.com such as a personal 
income calculator comparing other states.
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Young talent and New Hampshire as a place to live and work
When BAE has key job candidates from out of state, we can help BAE Human Resources  
highlight the strong lifestyle assets New Hampshire offers to its residents. 

Talent Attraction: Targeted Recruitment 
The Boston metro market attracts many graduating seniors from New Hampshire 
colleges. The State of New Hampshire is working to utilize targeted job recruitment strategies 
in the Boston metro region—locations close enough to find talent that can commute to New 
Hampshire and yet be close to Massachusetts schools. Lowell or Burlington, Massachusetts 
are examples that have assemblers and engineers.

Customized Job Training Grants
The state of New Hampshire provides customized training grants to New Hampshire 
companies. Given the intensity of BAE hiring needs and continuous  training to achieve ramp 
and rate efficiencies, there may be a fit for using the New Hampshire’s job training grant.  It is 
a 50/50 cash match up to $100,000 for any one program.  Several training programs can be 
phased in as each is completed.
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BAE and New Hampshire internships

UNH has been helpful to BAE over the years so we are proposing to refresh and deepen that 
relationship by exploring new ways to develop stronger connections.  We also think developing a 
stronger connection with Dartmouth College could add to BAE’s engineering talent pool.  We will 
arrange meetings to develop new internships and new ways to collaborate.

K- 12 Educational System and attracting talent
Ranked as one of the nation’s top-performing K-12 education by U.S. News & Reports, New 
Hampshire offers some of the best primary and secondary academics in the country.  The state of 
New Hampshire is connecting with students at a young age to help them see the benefits of 
working in manufacturing. We will help BAE connect with students in high schools and middle 
schools in the greater Nashua/Manchester area.

New Hampshire students score highly in some of the most important indicators of K-12 
educational success in the country, including math, science and reading. For instance, in the 
2016 National Assessment of Educational Progress Nation’s Report Card, New Hampshire eighth 
graders scored #1 in reading and #2 in math.

New Hampshire also leads in early childhood education, with one of the country’s highest rates 
of preschool enrollment for children under 5 years old. This early introduction to school helps 
our students set a strong foundation. In fact, New Hampshire is ranked the #1 state in America 
for college readiness.

Talent attraction comparisons
An electrical engineer candidate at BAE comparing which states are best for a family or start a 
family might include these factors in research:
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BAE and Manchester’s Skilled Workforce Pipeline
While it’s important to attract top talent, Manchester knows that to meet the long-term 
workforce needs of businesses like BAE, we need to train and retain a highly-skilled and talented 
workforce in our city. Manchester has built, and will continue to build, partnerships with local 
businesses, community organizations, schools, and higher educational institutions to strengthen 
our workforce pipeline. In short, Manchester can offer BAE opportunities not available anywhere 
else. 

STEM Discovery Lab at UNH-Manchester
Located at UNH-Manchester’s downtown campus, the STEM 
Discovery lab enriches the learning of students in grades K-12 to
improve learning in science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics while encouraging students to pursue careers in 
these fields. While available to students from across 
New Hampshire, this vital resource in Manchester’s backyard 
provides the building blocks for our future workforce.

STEAM Ahead at Manchester West High School
STEAM Ahead is a collaboration between the 
Manchester School District, the University System of 
New Hampshire, Manchester Community College, and 
the business community that promotes more of our high 
school students graduating with the skills and 
knowledge in science, technology, engineering, arts and 
mathematics necessary to pursue higher education in 
these fields and enter the workforce.  

Innovative Partnerships with Manchester High Schools
This fall, Manchester will launch a new and innovative program at West High School in 
conjunction with Velcro USA, Inc. “Velcro University”, a curriculum developed by Velcro, equips 
students with the practical business and technical skills needed to succeed and combines hands-
on classroom learning with in-factory experiential learning. The goal is to not only help 
Manchester students thrive, but better prepare students with the skills needed to enter the high-
tech workforce. The City of Manchester is open to more of these types of collaborations and is 
willing to work with BAE to establish something similar at one of our high schools.
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Workforce Development with Southern New Hampshire University
Southern New Hampshire University, located in Manchester, is growing rapidly and willing to 
work with BAE on internships or any workforce pipeline needs BAE may have. 

SNHU is currently constructing a $55 million engineering building 
for on-campus programs, and as one of the leading on-line 
universities, SNHU would also be a great partner for a business 
like BAE with campuses in Manchester and across the country. 
With ABET-accredited engineering programs in their College of 
Engineering, Technology, and Aeronautics, SNHU is well-
positioned to provide BAE with a skilled workforce. 

SNHU is also willing to provide educational opportunities to BAE employees through their 
College for America. Other employers have combined their existing tuition reimbursement with 
SNHU’s low cost to provide a full college degree essentially for free. If BAE would like to pursue a 
similar program, SNHU is fully prepared to work to meet the needs of BAE and their employees.

Strengthened Partnership with University of New Hampshire- Manchester
While BAE and UNH have had a long and fruitful relationship, UNH-Manchester is well-
equipped to further support BAE’s workforce needs. They offer ABET-accredited undergraduate 
programs in Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Technology, as well as in Computer Science, 
Information System, Analytics & Data Science, and graduate programs in Information 
Technology and Cybersecurity. 

In 2015, UNH-Manchester expanded into the Manchester Millyard
with a new STEM-focused campus. Recent enrollment growth of 25% 
in engineering technology and 180% in Computer Science and 
Information Systems programs, along with a $6 million investment 
to expand their teaching, research, and training capacity, UNH 
Manchester will make a strong partner with a BAE Manchester campus.

Image credit: Timothy Craig



Q U E S T I O N S  &  A N S W E R S

Reliable and lower cost energy is important to BAE.  What does New Hampshire offer 
to help with this important issue?
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E N E R G Y

The cost of electricity in New Hampshire is a function of global and regional markets, and 
those markets are often beyond the control of state policies. This is a fact that often requires 
customized solutions, particularly for high demand businesses such as BAE.

The Department of Business and Economic Affairs (BEA) has begun working closely with 
energy supply experts to seek possible solutions related to cost and reliability of energy for 
New Hampshire industrial energy users and BAE will be part of those discussions. BEA’s 
strategy is to identify natural gas commodity availability with contracted firm generation and 
an off-peak purchaser of any unused capacity for an aggregated contractual commitment of 
power. In addition, BEA is renewing utility relationships on behalf of large employers and 
expanding business operations across the state and will be re-engaging on key Public Utilities 
Commission dockets related to issues with broad impact on New Hampshire employers.  BAE 
will benefit from this approach.
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Manchester: Partnering to Reduce Energy Costs
Manchester understands that one of the largest challenges facing businesses in the entire 
Northeast is the cost of energy. And while the City of Manchester does not have the ability to 
control these costs on our own, we have community partners in the City willing to work with your 
business to keep your energy costs as low as possible. 

Eversource, the city’s electric provider, has a menu of custom rebates to not only reduce initial 
costs, but also realize long-term savings. Liberty Utilities, the city’s natural gas provider, offers a 
wide range of commercial/industrial programs and incentives to reduce energy costs. While 
these programs are available to all their customers, both companies have committed to the City 
to work with BAE and have staff standing by to find the lowest-cost option for bringing your 
business to Manchester.

Strengthening Manchester’s Energy Infrastructure and Reducing Prices
Last year, Liberty Utilities announced their Granite Bridge project, which will link two existing 
natural gas pipelines together and construct a new storage facility. This project has the potential 
to reduce costs of natural gas to Manchester customers.

Reducing Costs Associated with Energy Efficiency
If BAE were to accept the real estate structure as outlined later on in this proposal, BAE would 
also be able to add new solar, wind-powered, or wood burning energy systems at the 3000 Goffs 
Falls facility without having to be subject to increased property tax valuation over the next 10 
years, as other properties in Manchester currently do. This would not only provide savings in the 
short-term by not having to pay higher property taxes, but will realize long-term savings through 
energy efficient upgrades to the facility.  



Q U E S T I O N S  &  A N S W E R S

E N T E R P R I S E  
F R E E D O M

How does New Hampshire approach government incentives?

New Hampshire offers a fundamentally 
different approach to government and 
taxes.  One that celebrates “Enterprise 
Freedom”.

Other states collect general broad-based taxes 
from their citizens and businesses, and then 
handpick targeted subsidies to special interests 
who are selected as “winners” in a government-
dominated process.

New Hampshire does not rely on complex and 
contingent special tax deals because New 
Hampshire never collects the tax in the first 
place.   

The U.S. Tax Foundation 
ranks New Hampshire’s 
business tax climate 7th 
nationally and 1st in New 
England. Why?

N E W

H A M P S H I R E

H A S
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• No use tax

• No sales tax

• No estate tax

• No internet access tax

• No capital gains tax

• Low business tax

• No personal income tax

• No tax on personal 

property and machinery



Q U E S T I O N S  &  A N S W E R S

What kind of tax credits does New Hampshire offer?
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S TAT E  TA X  C R E D I T S

Economic Revitalization Zone (ERZ) Tax Credit
New Hampshire offers a business tax credit against the business profits tax and 
business enterprise tax for companies that fulfill these requirements:  locate in 
designated zones; make capital investment into the project; and create full time jobs 
in the same calendar year.  The maximum credit for a company in any one calendar 
year is $240,000 with credits carried forward over six years capped at $40,000 per 
year.  This means BAE can apply for this credit based on any new full-time hires and 
capital investment made in its current facilities as well as any new expansions.  The 
program sunsets on June 30, 2020.  

BAE’s estimated tax credit is as follows:

Assumptions: Estimated BAE Credit:

300 new-full time employees each year 2018:  $240,000
Average salary $90,000 2019:  $240,000
$ 1+ million in capital investment each year 2020:  $240,000
Year 2018, 2019, 2020 (to June 30) Total:  $720,000

*Each qualified company receives a pro-rated share if the program is oversubscribed in any calendar 
year.  (In 2017  it was  over subscribed and prorated at 54 cents on the dollar).

Research and Development (R & D) Tax Credit
New Hampshire also offers a R & D tax credit that follows IRS rules.  Based on 
employee wages related to new R & D, a yearly tax credit up to $50,000 is available.  
Like the ERZ  pro-rated tax credit, if the program is over subscribed in any tax year, 
the credits are pro-rated. 



Q U E S T I O N S  &  A N S W E R S

R E A L  E S TAT E

BAE is considering leasing a building in Manchester, New Hampshire. What 
does the State of New Hampshire propose to help reduce the cost of this 

investment in Manchester?

BAE is confidentially considering 3000  Goffs Falls 
Road in Manchester. BAE is currently conducting 
structural tests on the two, four story inter-connected 
office building totaling approximately 211,000 square 
feet.  Each floor plate is about 27,000 square  feet. 

The 3000  Goffs Falls Road building is owned by 
Brady  Sullivan Properties and they are asking $17.95 
per square  foot,  triple net  or an expected sale price 
between 20 and 24 million dollars.  In addition,  BAE 
will invest 60 million dollars in tenant improvements, 
equipment, and security.

The State of New Hampshire via New Hampshire 
Business Finance Authority (BFA) is proposing a real 
estate transaction in which BFA purchases the Goffs 
Falls building and leases it back to BAE with an 
option to purchase  by the tenth year of the term.  The 
following page provides more details on this idea. 
The BFA Board and Governor Sununu both have 
expressed  strong support for this approach.

N E W

H A M P S H I R E

H A S
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Real Estate Structure
Understanding that BAE is making significant investments in the Manchester property, and 
New Hampshire’s economy as a whole, the BFA is proposing an innovative arrangement 
that provides BAE with significant financial advantages. Here is how the arrangement will 
work:

1. The NH BFA acquires the real estate, financing the acquisition via a 
combination of state-guaranteed bonds and other capital

2. BAE leases the building for 10 years from BFA

3. The lease payments are equal to the cost of financing

4. At year 10, BAE can purchase the building from BFA at the original 
purchase price with no markup

Financial advantages:

1. BAE does not have to provide the upfront capital to purchase the building, 
allowing the company to invest that capital elsewhere at a higher return on 
investment:

2. The lease payments can be fully deducted as an expense, creating 
significant tax advantages

3. After acquiring the building in year 10, BAE can still depreciate the 
building and gain those tax advantages as well

4. BAE retains the ability to make any improvements & investments into the 
real estate that they would like

These benefits combine to create over $12 million in savings, a substantial incentive while 
still allowing BAE to maintain full control over their future at the Manchester location.

Timing
The BFA also understands that speed and agility are an essential ingredient when 
partnering on a project. The approval process is clear, quick, and predictable. For this type 
of transaction, BEA can expect the process to take between 60 and 90 days. BFA  will work 
in parallel with BEA’s existing plans, dovetailing the schedule so closing can occur this fall 
and tenant improvements can commence.
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BAE & BFA LEASE SAVINGS ANALYSIS
CONFIDENTIAL



Q U E S T I O N S  &  A N S W E R S
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R E A L  E S TAT E

Payment in Lieu of Property Taxes Structure
Considering the substantial investment that BAE would be making and the significant 
positive impacts that BAE will have in Manchester, the City is fully committed to 
reducing BAE’s property tax burden.  By utilizing the State’s proposal to have the 
Business Finance Authority (BFA) purchase the building and lease to BAE, the City of 
Manchester is able to offer significant property tax savings it would otherwise by 
unable to. 

Per NH RSA 162-A:24, any property owned by the BFA is exempt from all taxes, 
provided that any business occupying said building makes annual payments to the 
municipality for its “just share” of public expenses. 

Under this arrangement, the City of Manchester would propose an annual payment of 
$225,000 per year in lieu of taxes over 10 years. This amount mirrors the current 
property taxes associated with the property, which is under-valued at $9.4 million 
due to a court-ordered settlement. The City Assessor’s office had previously assessed 
the property at $17.9 million and we expect it to return to a similar assessed value 
after the next regular revaluation, currently scheduled for 2021.  

As detailed in the following analysis, this proposal would save BAE close to $2 million 
over this 10 year period. 

What does the City of Manchester propose to help reduce the cost of BAE’s 
real estate occupancy at 3000 Goffs Falls Road?
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Financial Advantages
BAE’s annual payment would be significantly lower than any other property tax exemption a 
NH municipality could offer.  BAE’s annual payment would stay stable and predictable, 
even as property values and tax rates increase.  BAE would have the ability to make 
improvements in the property without being subject to increased property valuations.

Timing
As Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILOTs) are a normal function of the Assessor’s Office, this 
proposal offers significant time savings. Whereas other property tax exemptions that New 
Hampshire municipalities can offer require a time-consuming process, all that would be 
required to enact this PILOT would be approval from the Manchester Board of Mayor and 
Aldermen (BMA). 

Mayor Craig is prepared to bring this proposal before the BMA for an approval vote as soon 
as BAE would be ready and could be accomplished in less than a month. This arrangement 
would be also be subject to approval by the state Board of Tax and Land Appeals, but so long 
as both parties are in agreement, there shouldn’t be any objection from the board.  

BAE & BFA Lease Property Tax Savings Analysis
3000 Goffs Falls Road   

July 31, 2018
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Opportunity to Grow in Manchester
In addition to the existing buildings and land located on the 3000 Goffs Falls Road 
property, there is an abutting parcel readily available for future BAE expansion if the need 
arises. The City owns an 8.3 acre parcel of land that the owners of the 3000 Goffs Falls Road 
property hold a use restriction agreement on. In the future, if BAE would like to expand 
their operations in Manchester, this parcel offers an attractive location to consider.
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3000 Goffs Falls Road, Manchester and talent attraction
The 3000 Goffs Falls Road property is  located at the confluence of three highways, 
I-93, I-293/101, and Route 3, which allows talent attraction from a wider geographic 
area compared to Nashua and Merrimack.  By locating in Manchester, BAE will tap into 
a different and larger labor market.  

Commuting patterns—where do people live that work in Manchester?
There are approximately 51,000 people working in Manchester every day and they 
commute from as far as Boston to the south, New Hampshire seacoast to the east and 
north from Concord. Interstate 93 and Routes 101 and 3 are the primary access routes.



Q U E S T I O N S  &  A N S W E R S

What is New Hampshire doing to streamline and reduce government regulations, and 
what new legislation is proposed to support this effort?
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D E D I C AT I O N  TO  
BU S I N E S S

STATE

Reduce and streamline government regulation
One of the Governor’s top priorities is meaningful and enduring regulatory reform. In 
July 2017, he ordered the removal of more than 1,600 outdated and obsolete 
administrative rules, a first step that showed the seriousness of this effort. At the same 
time, he formed the Regulatory Reform Steering Committee and assigned Business and 
Economic Affairs Commissioner Caswell as chair. Governor Sununu ensured there was a 
diverse, bipartisan membership that engaged with business owners, industry 
associations, and nonprofit organizations to determine areas of critical focus.

Real Statutory Reform
The Committee moved swiftly to enact meaningful new reforms.  Legislation was signed 
by Governor Sununu in June 2018 that will:

• Decrease time required to access qualified workers by instituting new license and 
credential reciprocity for certain occupations;

• Require the state government allow online filing of all corporate documents;
• Reduce processing time and enforcement periods for permits issued by the 

Department of Environmental Services (DES);
• Create a Certified Application Preparer (CAP) Program for dredge-and-fill permits.

Reduction of default timelines for state agency action on applications, petitions, and 
requests, include a provision for default grants of permits, petitions, and requests when 
state agencies fail to act.
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Business Courts
New Hampshire is one of a number of states with a specific business court within New 
Hampshire’s state-trial-court civil systems. These are specialized dockets outside the 
regular court system.  The New Hampshire business court system is administered by 
judges with strong commercial law experience and are designed to provide timely and 
well-reasoned case management and disposition to cases such as commercial disputes 
between businesses or internal disputes over the management and control of business 
entities.

New Hampshire Trust Laws
New Hampshire trust laws are highly flexible.  These laws facilitate strong protection of 
family trusts by offering certainty concerning the rights, duties, and powers of settlors, 
beneficiaries, trustees, trust advisors, and trust protectors. 

Single Sales Factor
The New Hampshire Legislature is in the final stretch of modifying the state’s tax 
apportionment system, moving toward a single-factor based on sales destination.  Final 
action on this is expected in late 2018.

Corporate Tax Reductions
The state’s Business Profits Tax rate is continuing to decrease from 7.9% to 7.5% and 
the Business Enterprise Tax rate continues to decrease from 0.675% to 0.50% by 2021.

Workforce Development Initiatives
The new BEA is working to drastically improve the state’s role in developing, 
maintaining, and attracting workforce for our native companies like BAE.  We are 
reinvigorating programs such as the Job Training Fund, expanding the reach of the 
programs with new initiatives like the Sector Partnership Initiative, reaching out to 
existing talent pools through new attraction and training campaigns aimed at out of 
state commuters, the underemployed, new Americans, and veterans.  

Lastly, we are constructing new education partnerships and programs with new 
pathways for K-12 right through our university and community college systems; all 
aimed at connecting our next generation of students with New Hampshire employers.

CITY

One Stop Shop for City Permitting and Licensing
The City of Manchester is committed to making your experience transitioning into 
Manchester as stress-free as possible. Upon the selection of Manchester as your new 
location, the City will assign a team of city staff dedicated to BAE to assist you through 
any city permitting, licensing, or approval process. This team will be available to you at 
any time to answer questions and provide guidance through the city’s processes.  
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N E W  H A M P S H I R E

F I N A N C I A L
B E N E F I T S  S U M M A R Y

E N T E R P R I S E  F R E E D O M  T A X A T I O N

No state sales tax

No state use tax

No estate tax

Business tax 
rate reductions

New Hampshire does not impose a sales tax.

New Hampshire does not impose a use tax.

New Hampshire does not impose an estate or inheritance tax on its 
residences.

New Hampshire has adopted substantial Business Profits Tax and 
Business Enterprise Tax rate reductions at 7.5% and 0.50% in 2021.

W O R K F O R C E  E N H A N C E M E N T

Customized job training grant 
program

Talent recruitment

New Hampshire will reimburse 50% for customized 
training, up to $100,000 per application.

New Hampshire’s job match program assists with recruiting talent 
through pre-screening applicants, posting positions, and coordinating 
job fairs in and out of state.

T A X  C R E D I T S

Economic revitalization zone 
(ERZ)

Research and development 
(R&D)

Estimate credits to BAE are $720,000.

New Hampshire tax credit applied to state business taxes up to 
$50,000 based on qualified New Hampshire manufacturing 
research and development conducted in NH.

S I T E  F I N A N C I N G

Lease/buy option via 
State of New Hampshire

New Hampshire Business Finance Authority:
$12,000,000 savings

Payment in Lieu of 
Taxes—City of Manchester

City of Manchester: 
$2,000,000 savings



Q U E S T I O N S  &  A N S W E R S
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LO C AT I O N
A DVA N TAG E S

New Hampshire is already home to many companies that are attracting 
young talent from around the United States. The Wall Street Journal
named Manchester as one of the “New Silicon Cities” in the U.S. 
(November 2016). Manchester has seen the amount of 25-29 year olds
swell more than 10 percent in the last seven years according to the 
Southern NH Planning Commission (NH Magazine, August 2018).
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Every state says they have a strong university system, what makes 
New Hampshire stand out? 
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B E S T  I N  
C L A S S ( E S )

New Hampshire’s education system establishes strong STEM pathways for our K-12 
students through our state and regional higher education system. 
Using a strategy of vertical integration, with the end in mind, we are tying those pathways to 
specific sectors that represent the growth in our state’s economy through collaboration between 
public and private schools, higher education, business, and government. Using tools like our 
N.H. Scholars program and the Robotics Education Fund, New Hampshire is moving boldly 
toward a 21st century workforce.  

Tying it all together, all major state education and workforce stakeholders are actively engaged in 
accelerating our workforce and its quality by reaching a goal of having 65% of our workforce have 
at least an undergraduate degree by 2025.    

Once our students leave our award-winning K-12 system, southern New Hampshire offers 
superior academics in an unparalleled setting. Nearby Massachusetts institutions like Harvard, 
MIT, Boston College, Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI), and Boston University are the 
primary feeder system for many businesses in New Hampshire. Excellent programs and 
collaborations between Dartmouth College’s Tuck School of Business, Thayer School of 
Engineering, and Geisel School of Medicine have helped many students turn their 
entrepreneurial dreams into realities. 

New Hampshire’s public universities and community colleges are full partners with our 
industries to develop tailored programs and partnerships. For example, the University of New 
Hampshire’s Analytics & Data Science program has a unique partnership with IBM that allows 
students a rare opportunity to work with IBM Watson software for free. UNH is fully committed 
to partnering with BAE to identify hiring needs at not just the new site.
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T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  

B Y  A I R  O R  
B Y  L A N D
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What role does the 
Manchester/Boston Reginal 
Airport play?
Manchester/Boston Regional (MHT) 
airport is a critical asset to New 
Hampshire’s economy.  BAE’s proximity 
to MHT allows easy access to  U.S. 
customers and overnight shipping 
around the world.  

How is NH investing in the highway 
system?
Commuting into downtown Boston has 
become a congestion nightmare for people 
working for companies in the Boston metro 
market. It has grown beyond capacity to the 
point where Boston actually had to 
withdraw from Olympic consideration.  The 
benefit of Manchester, New Hampshire is 
its proximity to workforce with an expanded 
I-93  highway.  A $787 million investment 
will make it easier for employees in the 
Manchester to commute from all directions.

BAE employees making the reverse 
commute on Interstate 93 will find morning 
and evening drives easy after the widening 
of the highway is completed in the next two 
years.  And the highway access road to the 
Route 3 from and Goffs Falls Road is a quick 
ride without a toll.
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VA R I E T Y  W I T H I N  
P ROX I M I T Y

What is culture and recreation like for companies expanding in New 
Hampshire? 

Within a 90-minute drive, residents in New Hampshire can be hiking the highest mountain 
peaks in the Northeast, wind surfing along Atlantic Ocean beaches, or having dinner before a 
concert in Boston’s Italian North End.  

In recent years, there has been a rise in the number of New Hampshire breweries (70+) and 
wineries (20+), as well as a deep embrace of locally sourced food. The popularity of farmer markets 
has increased over the past several years, as has the farm-to-table movement. The synergy of these 
industries gives communities new energy and residents a new appreciation for what they can find 
close to home. 

TOP

6

Outside Magazine (9/27/17) named 
Franconia Notch State Park one of Six Best 
State Parks in America: Located deep in New 
Hampshire’s White Mountains, Franconia Notch 
State Park has a little something for everyone. 
Backpackers can set out on the Appalachian 
Trail. Boaters can rent a canoe on Echo Lake. 
Hikers can spot waterfalls in Flume Gorge. In 
winter, you can ski the longest vertical drop in 
New Hampshire on the slopes of Cannon 
Mountain and even winter camp at the park’s 
Lafayette Campground.
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What does it mean to be the First-in-the-Nation presidential primary?

“How can you expect me to vote for 
someone for President if I’ve only met 
them three or four times?” That’s the 
question residents get asked every four years 
and represents another truly unique offering 
that will interest your business: the historic 
and national significance of New 
Hampshire’s First-In-The-Nation 
presidential primary. Since 1920, New 
Hampshire’s presidential primary has 
influenced national elections, substantially 
contributing to the country’s political 
discourse every four years.   

Everyone from incumbent presidents to 
candidates for national office visit the state 
early and often, drawing national and 
international media coverage. New 
Hampshire’s presidential primary provides a 
more intimate understanding and 
appreciation of national candidates and 
issues than anywhere else on the 
campaign trail.

Presidential politics has created valuable 
exposure for New Hampshire organizations, 
like FIRST robotics, leading to a national 
conversation around the importance of 
STEM education and the development of a 
21st century workforce.

Similarly, BAE continues to benefit from the 
opportunity to build relationships not afforded 
anywhere  else in the country. 

New Hampshire’s primary is an integral part of 
the economic and cultural fabric of our state, 
generating enthusiasm, optimism and 
community spirit among its workforce. Granite 
Staters take their responsibility very seriously. 
New Hampshire’s electorate is highly 
educated, highly engaged, and highly 
motivated. Voter turnout in the state was 73% 
in 2016, surpassing the national average of 
60%. The same work ethic and intellectual 
curiosity that contributes so strongly to our 
economy is consistently on display in our 
politics at every level.

BAE’s new location in Manchester will be 
another popular stop for future presidential 
candidates, and your new employees hired 
from other states will benefit from a level of 
interaction that can only be found in New 
Hampshire. One thing is for certain, you will 
continue to have the opportunity to meet, and 
even get to know, the future president when 
you live and work in New Hampshire.
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